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BATTERY TRAYS & ASSEMBLIES
GM BATTERY TRAYS AND HOLD DOWNS
• Battery trays  are available for  55 2nd-72 GM 

trucks.      
• MAR-K battery trays are made  in Oklahoma City, 

USA, with all original lines and holes. 
• These stainless steel battery tray parts are 

excellent reproductions of the original. 
• They include holes for mounting, as well as a 

center drain hole. 
• MAR-K also makes the battery hold down.  
• Hold downs and hardware kits may be purchased 

separately in stainless.  

The battery 
tray assembly  
for 60-66 GM 
is made up of 
the side sup-
ports welded 
to the tray.  This 
assembly is 
bolted on the 
passenger side 
in front of the 
motor, by the 

radiator.  All bends and holes are manufactured 
to match the original.  Battery hold downs and 
hardware are sold separately.
102466 60-66 GM ASSEMBLY STAINLESS ..........$242.00 ea
102528 60-66 GM HOLD DOWN STAINLESS ...........80.00 ea
102530 60-66 GM HOLD DOWN HDW STAINLESS .35.00 kit

The battery tray 
assemblies for  
58-59 GM are 
made of polished 
stainless steel.  
Notice the detail 
of the lines and 
the bends of 
the assemblies.    
These bolt to the 
fire wall through 
predrilled holes.  

Drain holes are also drilled in the tray.  Battery hold 
downs and  hardware are sold separately.

The assembly for 67-72 GM is sold with or without 
the a/c hose bracket welded onto the assembly.  
These assemblies are excellent reproductions of 
the original.   Installed in front of the motor on the 
passenger side, this will be a great addition under 
your hood.  All bends and holes are made as original. 
Made of  polished stainless steel. The a/c hose clamp 
and bolt are not available from MAR-K.
102482 67-72 GM ASSY STAINLESS .................. $232.00 ea
102598 67-72 GM ASSY STAINLESS W/BRKT ..... 242.00 ea

The battery tray 
assemblies for 55 
2ND-57 GM are 
made of   polished 
stainless steel.  
Notice the detail 
of the lines and 
the bends of 
the assemblies.    
These bolt to the 
fire wall through 
predrilled holes.  

Drain holes are also drilled in the tray.  Battery hold 
downs and  hardware are sold separately.
102479 55 2ND-57 GM ASSEMBLY STAINLESS ..$232.00 ea 
102487 55 2ND-57 GM HOLD DOWN STAINLESS ..54.00 ea
102486 55 2ND-57 GM HOLD DOWN HDW STAINL 27.00 kit

102481 58-59 GM ASSEMBLY STAINLESS .........$232.00 ea 
102505 58-59 GM HOLD DOWN STAINLESS ..........74.00 ea
102529 58-59 GM HOLD DOWN HDW STAINLESS .... n/a

A MAR-K employee holds this battery tray as-
sembly for GM 67-72 while the polishing wheel 

buffs it to a shine. 


